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Abstract

Humoral immunity depends on the germinal centre (GC) reaction during which somatically 

mutated high-affinity memory B cells and plasma cells are generated. Recent studies have 

uncovered crucial cues that are required for the formation and the maintenance of GCs and for the 

selection of high-affinity antibody mutants. In addition, it is now clear that these events are 

promoted by the dynamic movements of cells within and between GCs. These findings have 

resolved the complexities of the GC reaction in greater detail than ever before. This Review 

focuses on these recent advances and discusses their implications for the establishment of humoral 

immunity.

Introduction

Germinal centres (GCs) are transient structures that form within peripheral lymphoid organs 

in response to T cell-dependent antigen1. Within GCs, B cells expressing high-affinity 

antibodies develop and differentiate into antibody-secreting plasma cells and memory B 

cells that mediate and sustain protection against invading pathogens. The importance of the 

GC reaction is best shown by the immunodeficiency syndromes that are observed in patients 

who are unable to form GCs.

Initiation of the GC reaction occurs via a coordinated cascade involving several different 

cell types that drive antigen-engaged B cells into the GC reaction. Within the GCs, GC B 

cells proliferate at a rate that is unparalleled in mammalian tissues and their immunoglobulin 

variable region (IgV) genes are diversified by somatic hypermutation (SHM)2,3. This 

process results in the generation of mutant clones that have a broad range of affinities for the 

immunizing antigen. It has been known for a long time that GC-derived memory B cells and 

plasma cells express a highly selected antibody repertoire, the affinity of which increases 

over time. This phenomenon is known as affinity maturation and indicates the presence of 

effective selection processes within the GC that ensure that inferior antibody mutants or 

those with autoreactive specificities are outcompeted by higher affinity competitors. 

Antigen-specific memory B cells and plasma cells appear within 1 week after antigen 

encounter4, which indicates that the GC reaction is remarkably efficient. This efficiency is 
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facilitated by the specialized GC microenvironment that supports the close interaction and 

the rapid movements of various cell types in a confined space5. These features facilitate 

several iterative rounds of mutation and selection and, following differentiation into post-

GC cells, produce a stepwise increase in the antigen affinity of secreted antibodies.

Elucidating the cellular dynamics of the GC reaction, the mechanics of high-affinity B cell 

selection and the molecular control of these processes is a major focus in the fields of 

adaptive immunity, immunodeficiency and B cell diseases. In this Review, we focus on new 

developments in the rapidly evolving field of GC dynamics and discuss their implications 

for the establishment of humoral immunity.

Initiation of the GC reaction

The lymph node structure is broadly characterized by follicles that are mostly comprised of 

IgM+IgD+ naive B cells and are separated by an interfollicular region. T cell-rich areas 

(also known as T cell zones) border these follicles. GCs form within the centre of these 

follicles, which contain a network of follicular dendritic cells (FDCs). The first step in this 

process is the activation of naive B cells by exogenous antigen within the follicle6. The B 

cells migrate to the border of the T cell zone and B cell zone or the interfollicular region, 

where they proliferate and form long-lived interactions with antigen-specific T cells7,8 to 

become fully activated. However, not all of these antigen-activated B cells eventually enter 

the GC reaction. Following their interaction with the T cells, a subset of the selected B cells 

moves to specialized areas in the lymph nodes, known as the medullary chords, where they 

differentiate into short-lived plasmablasts that secrete antibodies that have low affinity for 

the invading pathogen9. Of note, it seems that among the pool of responding B cells, those 

with high-affinity antibody specificities predominantly differentiate into plasmablasts10,11. 

Recent evidence also suggests that some of the T cell-selected B cells differentiate into 

unswitched memory B cells12. Finally, of the subset of B cells that enter the GC pathway, 

only those with the highest relative affinity within a pool of antigen-specific B cells gain 

access to the GC reaction13,14, and this has recently been attributed to interclonal 

competition for T cell signals15. Thus, the characteristic oligoclonality of the GC1,5 is 

determined days before the GC begins to form. It was known that B cells that are destined to 

undergo the GC pathway change their migratory properties, enabling them to localize to the 

centre of the follicle16,17. Recent studies using two-photon intravital microscopy have 

provided new insights into the phenotypic changes and migratory properties of GC precursor 

B cells and T cells over time and defined the earliest time points of GC commitment18,19.

GC B cell and TFH cell differentiation begins outside follicles

Two independent groups have used intravital microscopy to determine the movements of 

antigen-specific B cells and T cells in lymph nodes during the immune response to a model 

antigen. These studies collectively established that 1 day after immunization of a model 

antigen, antigen-specific B cells and T cells have moved to and started to interact within the 

interfollicular region of the lymph node18,19 (FIG. 1). T cells that are committed to become 

T follicular helper cells (TFH cells), through priming by dendritic cells20, at this time begin 

to upregulate their expression of B cell lymphoma 6 (BCL6)18,21 — the master regulator of 

both the TFH cell and GC B cell programme. By contrast, in interacting B cells, BCL-6 
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expression is detectable at low levels only 2 days after immunization (FIG. 2). By day 2 the 

majority of T cells have acquired a TFH cell phenotype (expressing CXC-chemokine 

receptor 5 (CXCR5), programmed cell death protein 1 (PD1) and the activation marker 

GL7), and by day 3, they have migrated from the interfollicular region into the follicle. GC 

precursor B cells move towards the centre of the follicle to form an early GC 1 day later, at 

day 4 (FIG. 1). Kerfoot et al.18 further report that antigen-specific B cells that have moved 

to a region adjacent to the subcapsular sinus of the follicles at day 3 remained BCL-6-

negative and acquired features of plasmablasts18. A word of caution is needed regarding the 

generalization of results from studies of immune responses to model antigens, as different 

types of antigen and the particular lymphoid tissue under investigation may be inherently 

associated with differences in the kinetics and the organization of the GC response. In this 

regard, a study using a different model antigen showed that in the spleen, GC precursor B 

cells undergo initial clonal expansion at the perimeter of the follicles adjacent to the 

marginal zone before entering the follicles22. Despite differences in certain specific details, 

the recent studies collectively show that commitment to the GC reaction by antigen-specific 

B cells and T cells is rapidly initiated and occurs outside of the follicle by upregulating the 

expression of GC-associated proteins, most importantly BCL-6. GC commitment seems to 

occur in T cells before it does in B cells. In the future, it will be interesting to identify the 

specific signals that instruct an antigen-activated B cell to follow an extrafollicular or GC 

pathway.

GC formation and establishment of dark and light zones

Early GCs within follicles can first be histologically identified at day 4 after immunization. 

At this time, B cells grow and differentiate into B cell blasts that rapidly divide and begin to 

populate the network of FDCs in the centre of the follicle1. During this process, the B cell 

blasts displace the IgM+IgD+ B cells, which results in the formation of the mantle zone 

around the GC (FIG. 1). From day 5–6 post immunization, the GC increases in size because 

of the rapid proliferation of the B cell blasts, which continues until day 7, the point at which 

the GC has been fully established and is polarized into two microenvironments known as the 

dark zone and the light zone1,5. The dark zone is named for its histological appearance and 

consists of densely packed blasts that proliferate within a recently identified interconnected 

network of reticular cells that express CXC-chemokine ligand 12 (REF.23); this cell type is 

morphologically similar to the FDCs of the light zone. The light zone is more sparsely 

populated by B cells than the dark zone and is characterized by the presence of several cell 

types, including TFH cells, FDCs and macrophages5. In human lymphoid tissue, the B cells 

of the dark zone and light zone were defined (on the basis of morphological criteria) as 

centroblasts and centrocytes, respectively, with the centrocytes appearing smaller in size. 

However, intravital microscopy studies in mice failed to identify a difference in size and 

morphology between B cells in the dark zone and the light zone24, which led to the 

suggestion that GC B cells should instead be defined by their location, functional 

characteristics or immunophenotype5,24, as discussed below.
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Molecular control of GC initiation

BCL-6

The upregulation of BCL-6 expression is essential for initiation of the GC reaction as 

BCL-6-deficient GC precursor B cells fail to enter the follicle19. Of note, a particular region 

within the BCL-6 protein — repression domain 2 (RD2) — was found to be specifically 

required for the migration of GC precursor B cells towards the inner follicle25. GC precursor 

B cells deficient for BCL-6 or with an inactivating mutation in the BCL-6 RD2 domain did 

not cease expression of G protein-coupled receptor 183 (GPR183; also known as EBI2)19,25, 

which must be downregulated by GC precursor B cells to allow their migration towards the 

centre of the follicle16,17. In addition, it was found that BCL-6-deficient GC precursor B 

cells did not upregulate expression of CXCR4 (REF.19), which is a chemokine receptor that 

is expressed by dark zone B cells in mice and humans26,27. Also, Bcl6RD2mut GC precursor 

B cells failed to downregulate expression of sphingosine-1-phosphate receptor type 1 

(S1PR1)25, which — in contrast to S1PR2, which promotes confinement of B cells in the 

GC28 — is minimally expressed by GC B cells28; this is consistent with the role of S1PR1 in 

mediating B cell trafficking out of the follicle29. These findings indicate that in GC 

precursor B cells, BCL-6 controls a transcriptional programme that facilitates the migration 

of these cells to the centre of the follicle.

Upregulation of BCL-6 expression by GC precursor B cells seems to enhance integrin-

dependent conjugation of B cells and T cells19, which is a defining feature of their 

interaction30. Finally, it is interesting to note that naive B cells express BCL6 mRNA in the 

absence of protein31,32, which suggests a role for post-transcriptional regulation of BCL-6 

expression in B cells32 and T cells33, perhaps allowing for the rapid upregulation of BCL-6 

protein expression upon antigen activation.

MEF2B

Myocyte-specific enhancer factor 2B (MEF2B) and MEF2C have distinct roles during B cell 

activation. MEF2C seems to be required for GC formation as a result of its role in B cell 

proliferation immediately after antigen stimulation34,35, whereas MEF2B — which, 

similarly to BCL-6, is highly expressed by GC B cells36 — was shown to directly activate 

the transcription of BCL6 (REF.36). MEF2B expression by antigen-activated B cells slightly 

precedes the upregulation of BCL-6 expression, which suggests that MEF2B induces BCL-6 

expression in GC precursor B cells36.

IRF4

Interferon-regulatory factor 4 (IRF4) has diverse, context-dependent functions in late GC B 

cell development37,38 and was recently found to be required for the formation of GCs in 

both a B cell- and a T cell-autonomous manner39–41. This role is supported by the findings 

that IRF4 regulates the differentiation of TFH cells39 and Irf4 deletion in B cells prevents 

the formation of GCs following immunization40,41. On the basis of a chromatin 

immunoprecipitation followed by sequencing (ChIP–seq) analysis of in vitro antigen-

activated B cells, one of the studies suggested that IRF4 induces Bcl6 expression by binding 

to a region that is 25 kB upstream of the transcriptional start site40, which differs from the 
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region associated with the repression of Bcl6 by IRF4 that occurs towards the end of the GC 

reaction42. The observation that IRF4 can both activate40 and repress42 Bcl6 transcription 

may be a result of the context dependency of IRF4 function: an issue that could be resolved 

by mutating the respective activating and repressive IRF4-binding sites in the Bcl6 locus in 

transgenic mouse systems.

Interestingly, as opposed to B cell deletion using Cd19–Cre40,41, Ighg1–Cre-mediated 

deletion of Irf4 (which abolishes Irf4 expression only in cells expressing the 

immunoglobulin heavy chain γ1 constant region), which occurs shortly after immunization 

(at day 2), does not affect the proper formation of GCs43. This suggests a requirement for 

IRF4 in GC precursor B cell development only within a limited time window (possibly days 

0–1) immediately after antigen activation, when the B cell still resides in the outer follicle. 

Indeed, as IRF4 expression is known to be rapidly activated by B cell receptor (BCR) 

stimulation44, IRF4 may have a crucial role in this early phase of GC development. This 

finding is in contrast to the observation that BCL-6 and MYC (see below) are continuously 

required throughout early GC development (days 0–4).

MYC

MYC has a crucial role in almost all proliferating cells. Through both transcriptional and 

non-transcriptional mechanisms, MYC supports robust proliferation by regulating diverse 

processes including cell cycle progression, metabolism and telomere maintenance45. As 

BCL-6 is known to repress MYC transcription in the rapidly proliferating dark zone B 

cells46, the absence of MYC expression in those cells had been a point of confusion47,48. 

With this in mind, it was surprising that the early GCs that arise at day 4 post immunization 

are characterized by the appearance of a sizeable proportion of MYC+BCL-6+ blasts49, 

which implicates a role for MYC in GC formation. Indeed, mice in which Myc is deleted 

from activated B cells shortly after immunization (day 2) do not form GCs49, which shows 

that MYC has an essential function in GC precursor B cell development. At day 4, the MYC

+BCL-6+ GC B cells, in contrast to their MYC−BCL-6+ counterparts, transcribed the MYC 

target gene cyclin D2 (Ccnd2) in addition to Ccnd3 (REF.49), which is the dark zone B cell-

specific D-type cyclin50,51 (see below). As MYC+BCL-6+ cells seem to be the precursors of 

MYC−BCL-6+ GC B cells49, this finding suggests that MYC establishes a CCND2-

dependent proliferation programme in GC precursor B cells, which is replaced by the typical 

CCND3-dependent proliferation programme of dark zone B cells. So, how can BCL-6 and 

MYC be jointly required during initiation of the GC reaction, given that they have mutually 

exclusive functions in the fully established GC? One possible explanation for this 

discrepancy is that in GC precursor B cells, BCL-6 predominantly represses its target genes 

through RD2-dependent interactions, whereas in dark zone B cells repression mainly occurs 

through the BCL-6 amino-terminal BTB domain52. The use of different BCL-6 protein 

domains may result in the control of different target genes. After the establishment of the 

early GC at day 4, MYC expression is almost entirely absent in the proliferating B cell blasts 

until it is re-expressed in a subpopulation of light zone B cells at day 7 (FIG. 2), as discussed 

below.
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MCL1

Somewhat mirroring the finding that one specific D-type cyclin, CCND3, regulates 

proliferation in dark zone B cells50,51, the anti-apoptotic protein myeloid cell leukaemia 1 

(MCL1) has recently been identified as the principal regulator of B cell survival in GC 

formation53. By contrast, BCL-XL was dispensable in this context53. The conditional 

deletion of Mcl1 early after immunization (at day 2) prevented the formation of GCs, which 

suggests a continuous requirement for MCL1 throughout the entire GC initiation phase53, 

which is similar to the requirement for MYC. It will be interesting to determine the 

mechanism underlying the specific dependency of GC B cells on MCL1.

Other factors

Several other factors have been reported to participate in the initiation of the GC reaction 

(FIG. 2), including molecules downstream of BCR activation. The canonical nuclear factor-

κB (NF-κB) pathway has an important role in B cell activation54,55, and it was recently 

shown in vivo that the inability to activate this pathway in antigen-activated B cells impaired 

GC formation56. Another transcription factor involved in this process is OCA-B (also 

known as POU2AF1 and OBF1)57,58.

IRF8 is expressed by GC B cells and contributes to the induction of BCL6 expression59, 

which suggests that IRF8 has a role in the early initiation phase before the upregulation of 

BCL-6 expression. The transcription factor E2A was found to be dispensable during the 

antigen-activation phase60; however, E2A deficiency markedly impaired the development of 

early GCs, which suggests that E2A has a specific role in a later phase of initiation60.

The RHO–RAC GTP-exchange factor family member dedicator of cytokinesis protein 8 

(DOCK8) was found to be required for GC formation only after the early GC has formed61. 

Similarly, GCs developed at normal frequencies in mice with B cell-specific ablation of the 

transcription factor early B cell factor 1 (EBF1)62; however, mature GCs were considerably 

smaller at day 7, which indicates a requirement for EBF1 in the proliferating B cell blasts. 

Mice deficient for the ETS protein SPIB formed GCs at the expected frequency, but these 

were smaller in size than those in wild-type mice63. Finally, mice lacking the transcriptional 

repressor BACH2 (BTB and CNC homologue 2) lack GCs64, but the exact time point at 

which BACH2 deficiency impairs GC formation has not been determined. As BACH2 and 

BCL-6 cooperate in the suppression of genes in GC B cells65, BACH2 may be functionally 

active during the proliferation and establishment phase; although an earlier role cannot be 

excluded.

Dynamics of the GC reaction

For many years, there has been a general understanding of antigen-based affinity maturation 

within the GC. GC B cells rapidly proliferate within the dark zone and undergo SHM to 

further diversify the rearranged IgV genes. In a process that is reminiscent of Darwinian 

evolution, SHM produces mutant GC B cell clones that have a large range of affinities for 

the immunizing antigen. Upon transit into the light zone, GC B cells that express high-

affinity antigen receptors are positively selected. Recirculation between the two zones 

facilitates several iterative rounds of mutation and selection. Within a short time, this 
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process results in the generation of memory B cells and plasma cells that secrete high-

affinity antibodies that effectively neutralize the invading pathogen.

Understanding the intricate mechanics of affinity maturation is of great importance for the 

development of improved vaccine strategies. Within the past several years, technological 

advances focused on the use of intravital microscopy and photoactivation have allowed the 

dynamics of the GC reaction to be resolved in greater detail than ever before24,66–68. These 

initial studies have been thoroughly reviewed elsewhere5,69,70 and we therefore only briefly 

recount the major findings within the context of more recent advances.

Interzonal movements within the GC

The dark zone and light zone of the GC are organized by the expression of the chemokine 

receptors CXCR4 and CXCR5, respectively26. An important advance in the field has been 

the ability to distinguish between dark zone and light zone B cells phenotypically by using 

the expression of CXCR4 (REFS26,27) and the activation markers CD83 and CD86 

(REF.68). Dark zone B cells can be identified as CXCR4hiCD83lowCD86low cells and light 

zone B cells as CXCR4lowCD83hiCD86hi cells.

Classic models of the GC define the existence of two distinct GC B cell differentiation 

states1. Centroblasts were thought to reside within the dark zone and to differentiate into 

smaller centrocytes upon entry into the light zone. The rapid flux of GC B cells observed 

between the dark zone and the light zone challenged this original definition24,66,68. GC B 

cells in the dark zone and the light zone were also found to have similar morphology24,68, 

and to have a considerable overlap in gene expression68. Therefore, these cell states are 

perhaps more accurately described as transient states that are associated with positioning in 

the dark zone and the light zone5,69. This issue was recently addressed by the study of 

CXCR4-deficient GC B cells, which are restricted to the light zone26. Surprisingly, the 

transition from the dark zone to the light zone, as defined by CD83 and CD86 expression, 

was unhindered in the absence of dark zone cues and cell cycle progression proceeded 

normally23. Therefore, it seems that these phenotypic states are not promoted by 

environmental cues within the dark zone and the light zone but are instead the result of a 

timed, cell-intrinsic programme. This model suggests the initiation of a cellular programme 

in which reduced expression of CXCR4 and dark zone-associated genes is accompanied by 

increased expression of genes that impart a light zone-associated phenotype, and this 

expression programme enables the cell to transit to the light zone microenvironment.

However, light zone-confined CXCR4-deficient GC B cells were found to be less 

somatically mutated than their wild-type counterparts and were gradually outcompeted over 

time23. Therefore, GC polarization into dark and light zones is crucial for optimal GC 

function. It is likely that spatial separation of SHM and the selection of high-affinity GC B 

cells is required for efficient rounds of affinity maturation (FIG. 3). In the absence of this 

polarization, inappropriate or premature selection may occur. The importance of the unique 

zonal structure of GCs is perhaps most strongly indicted by the fact that it is evolutionarily 

conserved across species, including humans71. The propagation of high-affinity GC B cells, 

which is supported by the zonal structure of GCs, is discussed in detail below.
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Dominant role of TFH cells in the selection of high-affinity B cells

Following SHM within the dark zone, high-affinity GC B cell mutants must be selected in 

the light zone before undergoing further rounds of hypermutation in the dark zone. It was 

originally believed that the selection of high-affinity GC B cells was mainly driven by a 

process of direct competition for antigen acquired from FDCs1. High-affinity GC B cells 

would sequester all available antigen and thereby deprive lower affinity competitors of 

survival signals that are triggered by BCR ligation. An alternative hypothesis suggested that 

competition for T cell help is the major factor determining the selection of antibody mutants 

(reviewed in REF.5).

Using an experimental system in which antigen is delivered directly to GC B cells 

independent of the BCR, it was recently shown that TFH cells promote selection within the 

light zone68. GC B cells capture antigen via the BCR and present the processed antigen on 

MHC complexes to TFH cells. Higher BCR affinity is directly associated with greater 

antigen capture and leads to a higher density of peptide–MHC presentation on the surface of 

the B cell68. This results in the greatest share of T cell help, which in turn drives selection 

(FIG. 3). Visualization of these processes in vivo showed that TFH cells patrol GC B cells 

and form the largest and the longest contacts with those cells that present the highest density 

of antigen on MHC complexes72. These contacts are transient, thereby allowing TFH cells 

to continuously survey many different light zone B cells, which results in the selection of the 

antibody mutants with the highest affinity on a population level.

These findings are complemented by a study that addressed the role of BCR signalling 

within the GC73. Surprisingly, it was found that both spontaneous and antigen-induced BCR 

signal transduction is inhibited by increased phosphatase activity in GC B cells. SH2 

domain-containing phosphatase 1 (SHP1; also known as PTPN6) was found to be necessary 

for GC maintenance, which implies that quiescent BCR signalling is required to maintain 

the GC reaction. Therefore, it seems that within the context of the GC, the role of the BCR is 

primarily to capture and internalize antigen rather than to induce BCR signalling. However, 

active BCR signalling could be detected specifically in the G2–M phase of the cell cycle, 

which suggests that the signalling capacity of mutant BCRs can potentially be tested within 

the GC. How and at which time point during the GC reaction such a signal would integrate 

with TFH cell-mediated selection remains to be determined.

Acquisition of T cell help has been identified as the dominant force behind the selection of 

high-affinity GC B cells. However, the question remained — what is the underlying 

mechanism by which GC B cells with the highest antigen affinity are selected from the large 

pool of antigen-specific GC B cells with heterogeneous affinities? This question could not 

be formally addressed as a result of the lack of tools required to track the minor population 

of GC B cells undergoing selection within the dynamic GC microenvironment. However, 

the recent development of a method that allowed cell division to be tracked within the GC 

showed that B cells that receive the greatest magnitude of T cell help via robust antigen 

capture are programmed to divide the greatest number of times upon re-entry into the dark 

zone74. SHM and proliferation are intimately linked; the SHM process introduces a single 

nucleotide exchange per 1,000 bases into the rearranged IgV gene per division within the 
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GC75. With this in mind, it is not surprising that the most proliferative GC B cells had 

considerably more affinity-enhancing mutations in their IgV genes compared with their less 

proliferative competitors. This indicates a mechanism by which affinity maturation is 

achieved following several rounds of interzonal cycles. In a ‘feedforward’ loop, the GC B 

cells with the highest affinity are repeatedly instructed to recirculate to the dark zone to 

undergo further rounds of division and SHM. As a result of this iterative process, GC B cells 

with the highest affinity dominate the population of B cells participating in the GC reaction 

within only a few days following the initiation of the GC reaction.

The findings described above show that TFH cells provide crucial signals to high-affinity 

GC B cells to facilitate their selection, and their transit back to and division in the dark zone 

(TFH cells have been thoroughly reviewed elsewhere76,77). The exact nature of these signals 

remains unclear and is being actively investigated in the field. Light zone B cells were found 

to be enriched for several early activation signatures, including CD40 (also known as 

TNFRSF5), NF-κB, BCR and MYC signatures68. Recent studies have provided new insights 

into the putative function of these pathways during the selection process, as is discussed 

below. Contact between TFH cells and GC B cells has also been shown to induce increased 

calcium signalling and the co-expression of interleukin-4 and interleukin-21 in TFH cells72. 

Moreover, inducible T cell co-stimulator ligand (ICOSL) expression by GC B cells has been 

shown to promote the transient but expansive ‘entanglement’ with TFH cells that express the 

surface receptor ICOS. This interaction stimulates the increased expression of CD40L (also 

known as TNFSF5) on the surface of TFH cells, thereby providing GC B cells with CD40 

stimulation78. In turn, CD40 stimulation leads to the upregulation of ICOSL expression by 

GC B cells, which results in a feedforward loop that enables high-affinity B cells to 

reiteratively acquire a greater share of T cell help than their lower affinity competitors78. In 

summary, these findings show that the integration of several different signals provided by T 

cells controls affinity maturation over time.

Other factors in the selection of high-affinity B cells

A recent study provided evidence that, besides the crucial role of TFH cells in the selection 

of high-affinity antibody clones, positive selection of B cells within the GC is fine-tuned by 

limiting access to antigen deposited on FDCs79. This process of antigen masking via 

antibodies secreted from plasma cells that are generated early in the response enables only 

those GC B cells that express BCRs with high affinity to successfully compete for antigen 

acquisition. As antibodies with increasing affinity are progressively produced, the stringency 

of GC B cell selection increases over time.

Constraining antigen access by antibody masking is also likely to have a role in inter-GC 

communication79, as antibodies also infiltrate neighbouring GCs. Indeed, communication 

between GCs operates on several levels. TFH cells move freely between GCs and the 

invasion of mature GCs by newly activated TFH cells has been shown in vivo80. 

Furthermore, newly activated B cells can reuse pre-existing GCs81. Therefore, although GCs 

have evolved to clonally restrict GC B cells to prevent inter-GC competition and the 

development of an immune response that depends on a single dominant clone, coordination 

between several GCs can still be achieved. This communication promotes the common goal 
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of producing antibodies of the highest possible affinity for the large range of epitopes that 

may be present on invading pathogens. These mechanisms may be particularly relevant 

during immune responses against pathogens that are capable of antigenic variation.

As SHM is a mostly random process, the benefit of SHM to affinity maturation is tempered 

by the inevitable generation of GC B cell clones that express self-reactive BCRs. In contrast 

to tolerance mechanisms that control early B cell development, the means by which self-

reactive GC B cells are eliminated is poorly understood. The development of an 

experimental system in which a transgenic BCR gains cross-reactivity to a self-antigen 

following SHM has shed new light on the factors that regulate negative selection82. It was 

found that self-reactive GC B cells can be successfully cleared when self-antigen is 

expressed ubiquitously or near to the GC microenvironment. By contrast, GC B cells that 

are reactive to rare or tissue-specific antigens can escape clearance and are positively 

selected. The exact mechanism behind these divergent outcomes is yet to be determined.

Molecular control of the GC reaction

The GC reaction is a highly complex process involving several distinct, timed events that are 

topographically segregated within the GC microenvironment. This complex cascade of 

events must be coordinated with precise molecular control. Much has been learnt over the 

years about the major regulators within the GC that determine the specialized physiology of 

the dark zone B cells, facilitating rapid proliferation and SHM, and preventing their terminal 

differentiation. This topic has been reviewed elsewhere83. As outlined in the previous 

section, the depth with which we understand GC dynamics has increased considerably in 

recent years to encompass elastic cellular states within the GC, T cell-based selection and 

light zone–dark zone recirculation. These processes are carried out in a tiny subpopulation 

of GC B cells, and identifying the fine molecular events that control these processes is 

currently an important area of inquiry. In this section, we discuss recent developments 

regarding the transcription factors, epigenetic mediators and post-transcriptional 

mechanisms that coordinate GC dynamics.

Maintenance of the GC reaction: light zone–dark zone recirculation

As outlined above, MYC is required throughout the early and late initiation phases of GC 

formation but it is not expressed in the proliferating dark zone B cells. Interestingly, recent 

studies showed that MYC is expressed by a small subset of light zone B cells within mature 

GCs that have segregated into dark and light zones at day 7 post immunization46,49. This 

pattern of expression coincides with the point at which the selection of high-affinity mutants 

is thought to begin4,84. Moreover, MYC+ GC B cells were found to have an activated 

phenotype similar to that described by gene expression profiling of light zone B cells46,49,68. 

These MYC+ cells were also actively progressing through the cell cycle and had a greater 

number of affinity-enhancing mutations than MYC− light zone B cells46,49. Finally, T cell 

help was found to induce MYC expression in light zone B cells46. These findings 

collectively suggest that MYC+ B cells within the light zone are undergoing affinity-based 

positive selection.
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As described in a previous section, positive selection of a high-affinity B cell within the 

light zone programmes re-entry to and division within the dark zone. This suggests that 

cyclic re-entry sustains the population of cells that proliferate within the dark zone and 

maintains the GC reaction over time. Therefore, it would be predicted that genetic ablation 

of an essential regulator of positive selection and cyclic re-entry would lead to the collapse 

of established GCs. As expected, the inhibition of MYC function within GC B cells led to 

the dissolution of established GCs46,49. These findings collectively show that MYC has 

essential roles in GC selection, cyclic re-entry and GC maintenance (FIG. 4a).

As NF-κB is commonly associated with cellular proliferation, it was paradoxical to find that 

NF-κB activation is silenced in most GC B cells that are proliferating at an extremely high 

rate85. Interestingly, nuclear translocation of canonical NF-κB subunits was instead 

observed in a subset of light zone B cells85. Indeed, NF-κB-associated gene signatures were 

identified in flow cytometry-sorted light zone B cells68, which suggests an important role for 

NF-κB activation in these cells. Evidence from the analysis of human cell lines suggested 

that in GC B cells, CD40 stimulation leads to the NF-κB-mediated upregulation of IRF4 

expression, which in turn represses BCL6 transcription, thus terminating the dark zone-

associated transcription programme42.

The downstream effectors of the NF-κB pathway are REL, RELA (also known as p65) and 

p50 for the canonical pathway, and RELB and p52 for the alternative pathway. Conditional 

deletion of Rel in GC B cells was recently found to induce the collapse of established GCs 

after day 7 of the GC reaction86. This collapse was not caused by defective delivery of pro-

survival signals in the absence of REL; instead, REL seems to be required for the 

establishment of a metabolic programme that enables cell growth before cell division86. 

Dark and light zone B cell fractions were equally lost upon GC-specific deletion of Rel86, 

which suggests that REL is essential for the maintenance of the GC reaction as it ‘licenses’ 

antigen-selected light zone B cells to recirculate back to the dark zone (FIG. 4a).

Many parallels are evident when comparing the activity of MYC and NF-κB. Both factors 

have a biphasic pattern of activation during the GC reaction and are curiously absent from 

most highly proliferative GC B cells. Both NF-κB- and MYC-associated gene signatures are 

enriched in light zone B cells68, and NF-κB-associated gene signatures are also specifically 

enriched in MYC+ GC B cells46,49. Most importantly, the ablation of either MYC or REL 

was shown to impair GC maintenance46,49,86. These findings suggest some level of interplay 

between these factors that function during GC B cell selection and that permit recirculation 

and GC maintenance.

Finally, several other factors have been reported to participate in the maintenance of mature 

GCs. Reminiscent of what has been observed for REL ablation in GC B cells86, deficiency 

of the transmembrane protein tyrosine phosphatase CD45 in B cells is associated with the 

disappearance of GC B cells specifically in the time period after day 7 following 

immunization87. As discussed earlier, the deficiency of EBF1 or SPIB in B cells affects the 

proliferation phase (at day 5–7) of GC initiation. In addition, a dramatic loss of GC B cells 

was observed at day 14 (REFS62,63), which suggests that EBF1 and SPIB have an additional 

role in GC maintenance.
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Epigenetic regulation of the dark zone phenotype

Epigenetic regulation provides an additional layer of control that is crucially important in a 

range of biological contexts88. Epigenetic mechanisms were recently found to have a major 

role in maintaining the phenotype of dark zone B cells89,90. Polycomb repressive complex 1 

(PRC1) and PRC2 are epigenetic regulators that work together to modulate gene repression. 

The core catalytic component of PRC2 is the enhancer of zeste homologue 2 (EZH2), which 

is a histone methyltransferase that is responsible for trimethylating lysine 27 of histone 3. 

This histone mark — H3K27me3 — correlates with closed chromatin and, therefore, 

silenced gene expression. The expression of EZH2 is induced in GC B cells and high 

expression is maintained until they exit the GC91,92. Conditional ablation of EZH2 early at 

day 2 following antigen activation markedly impairs the GC reaction and consequently 

abolishes affinity maturation89,90. Of note, EZH2 deficiency in GC B cells was shown to 

lead to the upregulated expression of plasma cell regulators, including IRF4 and B 

lymphocyte-induced maturation protein 1 (BLIMP1; which is encoded by Prdm1) (FIG. 4b).

Interestingly, the promoters of many genes involved in GC exit and terminal differentiation 

in both mouse and human GC B cells showed the activating H3K4me3 mark in addition to 

the repressive H3K27me3 mark. Therefore, these genes, which included Irf4 and Prdm1, 

have bivalent chromatin domains. In embryonic and tissue-specific stem cells, EZH2 

contributes to the establishment of bivalent chromatin domains at several gene loci93. These 

domains maintain the potential of key lineage-commitment genes to be repressed or 

activated as required until a final decision has been made for the cell to differentiate. The 

presence of bivalent chromatin domains in GC B cells, which — in contrast to pluripotent 

cells — are a committed cell type, is unusual and could suggest a system in which key 

developmental factors are poised for activation or repression. Such a system would fit well 

into the dynamic environment of the GC, in which rapid shifts in cellular phenotype are 

observed before an eventual decision to exit the GC reaction has been made. This system 

would facilitate transient or reversible suppression of factors that direct terminal 

differentiation, such as IRF4 and BLIMP1. Upon the receipt of signals to exit the GC 

reaction, removal of H3K27me3 would allow commitment towards terminal differentiation.

BCL-6-mediated non-transcriptional regulation of the dark zone phenotype

BCL-6 is known to recruit several co-repressors. Transcriptional repression can be achieved 

through various mechanisms. In one such mechanism, it was found that the enhancers of 

certain BCL-6 target genes remain poised for activation or repression94. This poised 

configuration is achieved by the selective recruitment of histone deacetylase 3 (HDAC3)-

containing SMRT (silencing mediator for retinoic acid receptor and thyroid hormone 

receptor; also known as NCOR2) co-repressor complexes by BCL-6 to certain enhancers to 

achieve repression via H3K27 deacetylation. This effect is counterbalanced by p300 

complexes that enable H3K27 acetylation and enhancer activation. Competition between 

these two events thereby allows reversible ‘toggling’ of the expression of key GC genes and, 

similarly to EZH2, allows dynamic regulation of BCL-6 target genes as the GC reaction 

proceeds and cells transition into diverse phenotypic fates.
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MicroRNA-mediated regulation of the dark zone phenotype

An important role of microRNAs in GC development is implied by the severe impairment of 

GC formation upon deletion of the RNaseIII enzyme Dicer, which is a component of the 

microRNA-processing machinery, in antigen-activated B cells95. MicroRNA-155 (miR-155) 

has been identified as a microRNA that has roles during the GC reaction. Mice deficient for 

miR-155 have deficiencies in GC formation and in affinity maturation96,97. Perhaps 

surprisingly, it was later found that BCL-6 represses mir-155 transcription in GC B cells and 

thereby indirectly modulates the expression of genes that are associated with establishing or 

maintaining the dark zone phenotype98. As the precursor of miR-155 is expressed in a small 

subset of GC B cells99 and its expression is upregulated upon CD40 and BCR stimulation in 

vitro99, it is possible that miR-155 expression in light zone B cells contributes to the 

termination of the dark zone programme (FIG. 4b). Conversely, evidence suggests that 

miR-125b, which is highly expressed by dark zone B cells, may directly inhibit the 

differentiation of GC B cells into plasmablasts by downregulating the expression of 

BLIMP1 and IRF4 in dark zone B cells100. The recent identification of several other 

microRNAs with roles in GC B cell development98,101,102 highlights the important role for 

post-transcriptional regulation in the control of GC differentiation.

Transcriptional regulation of the dark zone phenotype

Transcriptional regulation of the dark zone phenotype is complex and has been extensively 

reviewed elsewhere83. In this section, we update this picture with new information regarding 

IRF8. A function for IRF8 in the physiology of dark zone B cells has long been assumed on 

the basis of its high expression by GC B cells and its role in the induction of BCL-6 

expression59. However, deletion of IRF8 in B cells did not affect GC formation103. A recent 

study showed that the combined ablation of IRF8 and the transcription factor PU.1 led to 

increased plasma cell differentiation104, which suggests that the IRF8–PU.1 complex has a 

crucial role in the inhibition of terminal B cell differentiation.

Conclusions and perspectives

Considerable progress has been made in understanding the GC reaction. We now have a 

greatly enhanced picture of the events that follow initial antigen encounter and culminate in 

the formation of a mature GC that is optimally structured for the selection of high-affinity 

antibody mutants. Nevertheless, we have only begun to dissect the complexity of the GC 

reaction. GC B cells rapidly transition between different cellular states within the GC; this 

flux in phenotype is punctuated by decisions to commit to post-GC differentiation. This 

dynamic system must be instructed by intricate mechanisms of control, which are probably 

achieved through the integration of transcriptional, post-transcriptional and epigenetic 

programmes. Several important questions remain to be answered regarding the fate of a 

selected light zone B cell. What are the molecular cues that are coordinated to drive a cell to 

recirculate into the dark zone? Light zone B cells expressing MYC and/or activated NF-κB 

do not express BCL-6; however, it is clear that these cells must have a mechanism by which 

the BCL-6-dependent dark zone-associated gene expression programme is reactivated upon 

cyclic re-entry. How and when is the decision to undergo class-switch recombination (CSR) 

to one of several isotypes determined? What sequence of events signals a GC B cell to 
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finally cease cyclic re-entry and to commit to memory B cell or plasma cell 

differentiation105–108?

It is evident from these considerations that the population of antigen-selected light zone B 

cells must be extremely heterogeneous. It will be interesting to determine what role 

asymmetric cell division109 or stochastic events110 have in this coordinated process of 

selection and cellular differentiation. With every new detail that is derived from 

experimental observations, improved computational models111 can be developed that 

provide new hypotheses for future research. Importantly, identifying the nature and the 

temporal progression of the molecular changes that occur within selected light zone B cells 

may give us the opportunity to manipulate the GC reaction for improved vaccine efficacy. 

Finally, unravelling these intricacies of the GC reaction may also improve our understanding 

of the transforming mechanisms that drive the development of GC-derived B cell 

malignancies112,113.
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Glossary terms

Plasma cells Non-dividing, terminally differentiated antibody-secreting cells of 

the B cell lineage.

Memory B cells Antigen-experienced B cells that express high-affinity antibodies 

and that quickly differentiate into plasma cells in antigen-recall 

responses.

Somatic 

hypermutation

(SHM). The process by which point mutations are introduced in the 

heavy or light chain variable region gene segments, resulting in a 

change in the expressed protein, which may alter affinity or 

specificity for antigen.

Affinity 

maturation

The somatic mutation process by which B cells are selected for 

survival and proliferation on the basis of their increased affinity for 

antigen.

Follicular 

dendritic cells

(FDCs). Specialized non-haematopoietic stromal cells that reside in 

lymphoid follicles and germinal centres. These cells have long 

dendrites and carry intact antigens on their surface. They are 

crucial for the optimal selection of B cells that produce antigen-

binding antibodies.

Plasmablasts The B cell lineage precursors of non-dividing plasma cells, which 

have the capacity to divide and have migratory potential.
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Two-photon 

intravital 

microscopy

Laser-scanning microscopy that uses pulsed infrared laser light for 

the excitation of conventional fluorophores or fluorescent proteins. 

The main advantage is deep tissue penetration of the infrared light 

owing to the low level of light scattering within the tissue.

T follicular helper 

cells

(TFH cells). A specialized subset of T cells that guide the selection 

of high-affinity germinal centre (GC) B cells within the light zone 

of the GC.

B cell lymphoma 6 (BCL-6). A transcriptional repressor and the master regulator of the 

germinal centre B cell reaction. Together with cofactors, BCL-6 

represses genes involved in B cell activation, negative cell cycle 

regulation, the response to genotoxic stress, and differentiation into 

memory B cells and plasma cells.

Early GC (Early germinal centre). The earliest GC structure that arises from 

the coalescence of antigen-activated B cell blasts within the 

network of follicular dendritic cells in the centre of the B cell 

follicle.

Dark zone B cells Proliferating germinal centre B cells localized in the dark zone with 

rearranged variable region immunoglobulin genes that are 

undergoing somatic hypermutation.

Interferon-

regulatory factor 4

(IRF4). A member of the interferon-regulatory factor family of 

transcription factors. IRF4 exerts its function through 

heteromerization with cofactors and can either activate or repress 

gene expression. IRF4 is required for germinal centre formation 

and for plasma cell differentiation.

Light zone B cells The progeny of dark zone B cells. These cells need to be selected 

on the basis of their affinity for antigen, following interaction with 

immune complexes that are associated with follicular dendritic 

cells and their ability to elicit help from T follicular helper cells. A 

subset of light zone B cells undergoes class-switch recombination 

or differentiates into memory B cells or plasma cells.

Nuclear factor-κB (NF-κB). Activation of the NF-κB signalling pathway via 

stimulation of cell-surface receptors can occur via two different 

routes, the canonical and the alternative pathways, and it induces 

the transcription of genes that are involved in cellular activation, 

cell growth and proliferation.

Class-switch 

recombination

(CSR). The process by which B cells change their immunoglobulin 

isotype to generate antibodies with different effector functions.
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Key Points

• The germinal centre (GC) of lymphoid organs is the microenvironment in which 

antigen-activated B cells diversify their immunoglobulin genes by somatic 

hypermutation (SHM) to generate high-affinity antibodies. A subset of the cells 

also undergoes class-switch recombination to generate antibodies with 

specialized effector functions.

• Early in an immune response, antigen-stimulated B cells form long-lived 

interactions with antigen-specific T cells at the border between the B cell zone 

and the T cell zone or the interfollicular region to become fully activated. 

Antigen-activated B cells and T cells are committed to differentiate into GC B 

cells and T follicular helper cells (TFH cells), respectively, outside of the 

follicle. Migration into the follicle is facilitated by B cell lymphoma 6 (BCL-6), 

which is the master transcriptional regulator of GC B cells.

• One day after TFH cells have moved into the follicle, GC precursor B cells 

migrate from the border between the B cell zone and the T cell zone or the 

interfollicular region into the centre of the follicle to form an early GC. The B 

cells differentiate into blasts and, over the next several days, rapidly divide and 

begin to fill the centre of the follicle until they have formed a mature GC that is 

polarized into two microenvironments known as the dark and light zones.

• Dark zone B cells, which are GC B cells that undergo active SHM, are 

programmed to proliferate extremely rapidly and thereby to generate a large 

number of immunoglobulin mutations in a short time. Dark zone B cells 

differentiate into light zone B cells, at which stage mutants expressing high-

affinity antibodies are selected and instructed to either recirculate to the dark 

zone to undergo further rounds of SHM or to differentiate into memory B cells 

or plasma cells.

• Light zone B cells capture antigen via the B cell receptor (BCR) and present the 

processed antigen on MHC complexes to TFH cells. Higher BCR affinity is 

directly associated with greater antigen capture and leads to a higher density of 

peptide–MHC complex presentation on the surface of the B cell. This results in 

the greatest share of T cell help, which in turn drives selection.

• Evidence suggests that the transcription factors MYC and the nuclear factor-κB 

subunit REL are essential for the maintenance of the GC reaction as they 

'license' antigen-selected light zone B cells to recirculate to the dark zone. 

Inhibition of the terminal differentiation of GC B cells is controlled by multiple 

mechanisms that include both transcriptional and non-transcriptional regulation.
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Figure 1. Initiation of the GC reaction and the formation of the mature GC in the lymph node

This schematic figure is primarily based on two recent studies that determined the 

movements of antigen-specific B cells and T cells in lymph nodes during the immune 

response to a model antigen18,19. On day 0, B cells and T cells are activated by recognition 

of their cognate antigen in the primary follicle and T cell zone, respectively. On day 1, the 

activated B cells and T cells migrate to the interfollicular region and start to interact. On day 

2, B cells and T cells form long-lived interactions, resulting in the full activation of B cells. 

T cells acquire the characteristic T follicular helper cell (TFH cell) phenotype. On day 3, 

TFH cells migrate from the interfollicular region into the follicle. Some antigen-activated B 

cells differentiate into antibody-secreting cells or early plasmablasts that move to a region 

adjacent to the subcapsular sinus (SCS). On day 4, B cells migrate from the interfollicular 

region into the centre of the follicle — which is characterized by a network of follicular 

dendritic cells (FDCs) — begin to proliferate and, as a result, push the resident follicular B 

cells aside to form the early germinal centre (GC), which consists of B cell blasts 

surrounded by the mantle zone. This structure is also referred to as the secondary follicle, 

thus distinguishing it from the ‘GC-less’ primary follicle. On days 5–6, the GC rapidly 

expands as a result of the fast proliferation of the B cell blasts. On day 7, dark zones and 

light zones form, which results in the establishment of the mature GC. The dark zone mainly 

consists of densely packed B cell blasts, whereas the light zone contains TFH cells and 

FDCs. CD40L, CD40 ligand; DC, dendritic cell; TCR, T cell receptor.
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Figure 2. Expression pattern and/or functional requirement of molecules during the initiation 
and formation of the mature GC

Published findings are consistent with the existence of three separate phases during the first 

7 days of the germinal centre (GC) reaction. An early initiation phase (days 0–2) 

encompasses the activation of the B cells and T cells by their cognate antigen and the long-

lived interactions of B cells and T cells in the interfollicular region. A late initiation phase 

(days 3–4) is characterized by the migration of the T cells first and 1 day later the migration 

of the B cells out of the interfollicular region and the appearance of the early GC. A 

proliferation and establishment phase (days 5–7) occurs in which the GC grows and 

eventually forms the characteristic dark and light zone patterning of the mature GC. Studies 

of the GC reaction following the deletion of molecules in antigen-activated or GC B cells 

have revealed a functional requirement for: nuclear factor-κB (NF-κB); interferon-

regulatory factor 4 (IRF4); OCA-B; myocyte-specific enhancer factor 2C (MEF2C); MYC; 

B cell lymphoma 6 (BCL-6); myeloid cell leukaemia 1 (MCL1); E2A; early B cell factor 1 

(EBF1); SPIB; and dedicator of cytokinesis protein 8 (DOCK8). A functional role has also 

been suggested for several other factors: MEF2B, on the basis of its expression pattern in 
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antigen-activated B cells in vivo; IRF8, on the basis of its high expression in GC B cells and 

its role in the induction of BCL-6 expression; and BACH2 (BTB and CNC homologue 2), 

on the basis of its expression in established GC B cells (earlier time points have not been 

analysed). The exact time point at which BACH2 deficiency affects the formation of GCs in 

not known. As BACH2 cooperates with BCL-6 in the suppression of genes in GC B cells65, 

we propose that BACH2 is required in the proliferation and establishment phase, but note 

that it could also be required in an earlier phase. CD40L, CD40 ligand; DC, dendritic cell; 

TCR, T cell receptor.
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Figure 3. Dynamics of the GC reaction and selection of high-affinity antibody mutants

Antigen-activated germinal centre (GC) precursor B cells form the early GC at day 4, in 

which they differentiate into blasts that over the following days undergo clonal expansion 

until the mature GC that is characterized by the dark zone and the light zone forms at day 7. 

During proliferation, the process of somatic hypermutation (SHM) introduces base-pair 

changes into the V(D)J region of the rearranged immunoglobulin variable region (IgV) 

genes (red dots); some of these base-pair mutations lead to a change in the amino acid 

sequence. Dark zone B cells then move to the light zone, where the modified B cell receptor 

(BCR) of the light zone B cell, with help from immune cells, including T follicular helper 

cells (TFH cells) and follicular dendritic cells (FDCs), is selected for improved binding to 

the immunizing antigen. Among the newly generated light zone B cells that express BCR 

mutants resulting from SHM in the dark zone, higher BCR affinity is directly associated 

with greater antigen capture and leads to a higher density of peptide–MHC complexes 

presented on the surface of the B cell. This results in the greatest share of T cell help, which 

in turn drives positive selection. Therefore, newly generated light zone B cells that produce 

an unfavourable antibody are rendered unable to capture sufficient antigen and undergo 

apoptosis. Following positive selection, a subset of light zone B cells is instructed to 

recirculate to the dark zone. Light zone B cells may undergo immunoglobulin class-switch 

recombination (CSR) before light zone–dark zone recirculation, whereas other cells switch 

and directly differentiate (not depicted). Back in the dark zone, these cells undergo further 
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proliferation and SHM, thus potentially generating antibody mutants with an improved 

affinity. Recirculation between the dark zone and the light zone facilitates several iterative 

rounds of mutation and selection, and within a short time, leads to the generation of high-

affinity memory B cells and plasma cells. Antigen-selected light zone B cells eventually 

differentiate into memory B cell precursor cells and plasmablasts, which are the precursors 

of plasma cells. CD40L, CD40 ligand; TCR, T cell receptor.
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Figure 4. Molecular control of GC maintenance

a Roles of transcriptional regulators in stages of germinal centre (GC) B cell development, 

as identified by genetic analysis, are shown. B cell lymphoma 6 (BCL-6) is required for the 

establishment of the specialized dark zone-associated gene expression programme that 

allows for somatic hypermutation (SHM) of the B cell receptor (BCR). MYC and REL are 

required for recirculation between the light zone and the dark zone, and thus for the 

maintenance of the GC reaction. Interferon-regulatory factor 4 (IRF4), although expressed in 

light zone B cells and associated with the downregulation of the dark zone-associated 

programme, is not required for GC maintenance. Instead, IRF4 is required for 

immunoglobulin class-switch recombination (CSR)43,114 and thus the frequency of isotype-

switched B cells exiting the GC, and also for the production of GC-derived plasma cells. B 

lymphocyte-induced maturation protein 1 (BLIMP1) is also required for plasma cell 
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differentiation115. b Different genetic mechanisms maintain the dark zone phenotype by 

inhibiting terminal differentiation. The core catalytic component of polycomb repressive 

complex 2, enhancer of zeste homologue 2 (EZH2), inhibits terminal differentiation by 

silencing the expression of the plasma cell regulators Irf4 and Prdm1 (which encodes 

BLIMP1). BACH2 (BTB and CNC homologue 2) cooperates with BCL-6 and represses 

genes involved in post-GC differentiation116. BCL-6 transcriptionally represses plasma cell-

associated genes including Prdm1, directly and indirectly via downregulation of the 

microRNA miR-155 that is associated with terminating the dark zone-associated 

programme. miR-125b downregulates the expression of IRF4 and BLIMP1; as this 

microRNA is highly expressed in dark zone B cells, it probably contributes to the repression 

of expression of Irf4 and Prdm1. CD40L, CD40 ligand; TCR, T cell receptor.
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